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OP-CHART

The State of Iraq: An Update

By JASON CAMPBELL, MICHAEL O’HANLON and AMY UNIKEWICZ

IRAQ’S security turnaround has continued through the winter. The question for 2008 is whether Iraqi security forces can

preserve and build on this improvement as they increasingly bear more of the responsibility as the number of American

troops declines (and as refugees and internally displaced Iraqis try to return to their homes).

Iraq’s economy is propped up by oil. Attacks against oil fields and production plants are dropping fast (down to one a

month this year, after averaging 5 to 10 a month previously), allowing modest increases in output. Still, basic health and

education indicators, as well as sewage and water and irrigation services, show little improvement, and unemployment is

high.

The most intriguing area of late is the sphere of politics. To track progress, we have established “Brookings benchmarks”

— a set of goals on the political front similar to the broader benchmarks set for Baghdad by Congress last year. Our 11

benchmarks include establishing provincial election laws, reaching an oil-revenue sharing accord, enacting pension and

amnesty laws, passing annual federal budgets, hiring Sunni volunteers into the security forces, holding a fair referendum

on the disputed northern oil city of Kirkuk, and purging extremists from government ministries and security forces.

At the moment, we give the Iraqis a score of 5 out of 11 (our system allows a score of 0, 0.5, or 1 for each category, and is 

dynamic, meaning we can subtract points for backsliding). It is far too soon to predict that Iraq is headed for stability or 

sectarian reconciliation. But it is also clear that those who assert that its politics are totally broken have not kept up with 

the news.

Jason Campbell is a senior research assistant at the Brookings Institution in Washington. Michael O’Hanlon is a senior

fellow at Brookings. Amy Unikewicz is a graphic designer in South Norwalk, Conn.
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